ADDENDUM No. 3
Request for Competitive Sealed Proposals (CSP)
20CSP045 Renovations at Palm Elementary School

November 20, 2019

Received by bidder:

Date:__________________________

Name:__________________________

Signature:______________________

Item 1: Questions and Answers

1) On page A8.10 is the existing high roof gutter going to be demoed and have a new gutter installed? The new downspout elevations states new gutter and on the demolition elevations it does not say it’s going to be demoed.

For the gutter detail its states we will need to install new metal flashing underneath the existing panel. The panels are clipped down at the end and we would need to open the panels to lift and install this new pieces. This will damage the panels since this roof already has a coating over the top. Would except us cutting the gutter off right below the metal flashing and install then install the new gutter behind the existing metal flashing and the fasten into the fascia wood nailer?

ANSWER: This question was answered with the Changes to the Project Manual in Addendum 2.